
          Being trapped inside my bedroom during what were supposed to be the most formative years 

of my life worsened my mental health. Though I have always been an incredibly anxious person, the 

isolation brought on by the pandemic flipped my life upside down. While I won’t try to make my 

isolation story special, I will note that I dealt with more adversity than I ever had before. Battling a

severe case of COVID-19, needing an emergency surgery, suffering a family loss, worrying about 

college applications, and even coming to terms with my sexuality without a close support system 

of friends was hard. These questions had filled me with anxiety for years, yet I was being forced to 

answer them alone. I know what it feels like to be lost.

          I’m lucky, though. By the time my anxiety was at its all-time high, I knew the importance of 

safeguarding my mental health. I had been a key member of my high school’s mental health club 

called Stand Together, where I underwent numerous trainings about mental health, self-care, and 

destigmatization. I wasn’t going to let my thoughts spiral. I knew what would happen if I did. Perhaps

I could advocate for myself if I was resilient enough to advocate for others. Could mental health advocacy really be the way that I safeguarded

my own mental health? Was it the necessary distraction that kept me alive? Looking back, the answer is clear: yes.

          My Stand Together advisors quickly connected me to the PA Youth Advocacy Network, a group of young people and adults who work

tirelessly to connect like-minded advocates from across the state to create change in our mental health systems. I hit the ground running,

serving as a panelist for a state legislator’s mental health summit. It was a glimmer of hope. I experienced true joy–even if it was felt in the same

confines of my anxiety-ridden bedroom. If I understood my story, if I owned my story, if I shared my story with others, I realized that other

people could learn. The truths so obvious to me left others dumbfounded: “invisible” illnesses are real, young people disproportionately suffered

from COVID-19 isolation protocols, and centering youth voice is crucial. Even if I didn’t have perfect mental health myself, could improve my

community by sharing these seemingly obvious facts? 

          Once again: the answer is yes. The pinnacle of my advocacy occurred towards the end of my junior year of high school: successful

proclamations to the City of Pittsburgh and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania calling for a Teen Mental Health Awareness Day. Still anxious,

wearing a mask while speaking to journalists and legislators, I shared my story: “No one is alone and everyone has an outlet... they just have to

find it.” With news clips of my and other PAYouth Advocacy members’ work circulating around the local news stations, I knew that I had done it. I

had embraced my own anxiety–even owned it–to pave the way for a brighter, less-anxious future for others. Teachers and administrators

congratulated me on my efforts and vowed to take steps to change their language, grant students more grace, and start conversations about

mental health in their classrooms. Soon after, I spread my message further by writing an internationally-recognized article recounting my

observations of advocacy during the pandemic and encouraging young people to fight for the causes they are passionate about. This freelance

journalism afforded me the opportunity to speak before neighboring high school students, as well as before a cohort of graduate students to

inform Pittsburgh’s next generation of doctors, nurses, and social workers about youth mental health. 

          I’m nowhere near satisfied nor finished with mental health advocacy. Now that I have settled into the chaos of college life, I can dive deeper

into campus advocacy. As the Treasurer of Vassar Not Alone, a mental health organization that I’m a founding member of, I will combine my

education in economics with my passion for advocacy. I cannot wait to exist on a campus where everyone feels happier, healthier, and less

pressured to uphold a certain image that their lives are perfect. Mental health advocacy saved me, and I can’t wait to see where it takes me.
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